
hen asked what 
procurement actually 
means there are so many 
different answers, the 
response depends on the 

individual’s perspective.  Definitions will 
range from providing the buying activity 
for services and goods to maintaining 
business stability, risk management, or 
delivering savings, the list goes on. 

One of the definitions is ‘benchmarking 
and understanding value for money’.   

THE LAST BASTION OF 
PROCUREMENT  
 

PROFESSIONALISM 
LIES WITHIN 
REGULATED 
PROCUREMENT 

It’s good to get market insights from 
professional services organisations, 
benchmarkers or specialist providers such as 
Gartner or Forrester (for the IT sector).  Don’t 
get me wrong these are great and provide 
useful understanding; however, what does 
benchmarking really mean? 

The truest and most accurate definition of 
benchmarking has to be what price will the 
market supply goods or services to a given 
customer at a given time.  How is this 
achieved? By going to the market.  Regulated 
procurement is the embodiment of providing 
value for money; why? Because the market is 
regularly reviewed and engaged. 

From experience many times in those 
organisations not subject to regulated 
procurement the main activity of Procurement 
has been seen as the process of actioning 
renewals on existing contracts.   

This renewals activity sometimes 
comes with nuance of ‘nickel and 
diming’ (i.e. driving down cost) with the 
intent of demonstrating that some 
value has been created.  I’ve recently 
heard it said [in the private sector] that 
Procurement is 20% market 
competition (RFP) and 80% renewals.  
In certain sectors, particularly those 
that have strong and empowered 
regulators, the resistance of 
businesses to go to market is 
greater.  In the absence of market 
tension there is little interest or motive 
for suppliers to become price 
competitive.  In these circumstances 
apart from maintaining the status quo, 
what value does Procurement 
provide? 

Regulated procurement brings 
structure, discipline and a thirst for 
delivering value commensurate with 
the specification.  Far too often have I 
hear Procurement colleagues make 
disparaging remarks about regulated 
procurement; comments such as slow, 
hindrance, inflexible, lengthy, 
restrictive, ignorant of context and 
business need.  All of these comments 
are wrong and deeply unhelpful. 

Regulated procurement ensures that 
due diligence is not overlooked; by 
ensuring the use of minimum time 
periods throughout the process (we 
should always remember that these 
are minimum periods and we should 
use the time frame appropriate to the 
endeavour).  Private sector 
entrepreneurial organisations will often 
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want to speed through the process in 
order to “get on with it”.  Far too often 
the old adage of “act in haste, repent in 
leisure” has come home to roost.  I 
would love to be recompensed for 
those occasions when a 
“entrepreneurial, quick and dynamic” 
selection process has taken longer 
than a well-structured regulated 
procurement. 

Recognising that suitable time to 
complete due diligence is key let’s look 
at the pre-qualification process. I’ve 
had the pleasure of working with really 
talented colleagues who have 
bemoaned the fact they’re managing 
contracts that the business can’t 
afford.  How has this come about? By 
choosing suppliers to compete that 
weren’t the right fit for the business 
and the business context.  I’ve also 
had the misfortune to inherit 
procurement activities where the list of 
suppliers was poor that it was a case 
of selecting the least worst 
option.  These two examples were both 
experienced in the private 
sector.  Regulated procurement 
provides a sound way of shortlisting 
providers commensurate with the size 
of the task being competed through 
effective prequalifying processes.  

Furthermore, rather than prohibit pre-
market engagement regulated 
procurement regulations actually 
encourages structured pre-market 
engagement.  In fact, regulated 
procurement provides guidance and 
structure to assist in ensuring that pre-
market engagement is undertaken 
correctly.  There is no better way to 
ensure that the market is ready and 
understands your requirements.  I have 
personally witnessed the significant 
benefits achieved in regulated 
procurement through a planned and 
well executed market engagement and 
an effective pre-qualification.  

A well-structured, competitive 
process supported by a robust 
specification will always deliver 
accurate responses both in regulated 
and unregulated procurement.   

Well drafted specifications may well 
elicit responses we weren’t expecting 
(although this is less likely to happen if 
we’ve completed a pre-market 
engagement) but the responses will reflect 
the reality of the situation.  It is at this 
point that an unregulated procurement 
practices will allow more flexibility than a 
regulated procurement process.  It is in a 
circumstance where a significant change 
in direction is required that in the 
regulated procurement process there will 
be a need to re-assess whether to 
progress or re-start the process. 

Regulated procurement, both 
Competitive Dialogue in Public Contracts 
Regulations and the use of Utilities 
Contracts Regulations, allow an 
organisation to maintain the commercial 
tension throughout the process.  In 
Utilities Contracts Regulations governed 
activities this will culminate in the BAFO 
process.  Maintaining the competitive 

tension will always lower cost, whilst 
maintaining quality.  In a single supplier 
process the ability to influence costs is 
significantly curtailed. 

In unregulated procurement I have regularly 
been surprised that the market competed 
opportunities break into two distinct elements; 
part one, focussing on and finalising 
specification and commercials; part two, 
focusing on the terms (often once the award 
decision has been made and announced).  
Using a stepped approach such an approach 
not only extends the timeframe but also 
results in ceding leverage to the supplier in 
the negotiation of terms. 

In stark contrast, regulated procurement 
issues all of the documentation at the start of 
the process and the activity is never 
considered complete until all aspects have 
been completed.  Whether this practice is as 
a result of the legal basis of, and available 
recourse under, the regulations or from 
disciplined behaviour is uncertain.  However, 
this approach is far more effective than the 
stepped approach described before and this 
comprehensive approach should be 
considered best practice. 

I’ve recently completed an unregulated 
procurement activity in which while closing 
out the down selection phase I received 
positive comments from a supplier (who was 
selected out of the process) welcoming the a) 
the notification and b) the detail in the formal 
correspondence.  The supplier commented 
that this was unusual experience activity and 
they welcomed it as they felt it would help 
refine future bids.  Notification 
correspondence is a fundamental part of the 
regulated process as well as being compliant 
with the process and informative to the 
bidding supply chain.  It is also good 
manners. 

Completing a competitive, informed, 
structured, detailed and well-run tendering 
activity will always out-perform renewals or 
ad hoc poorly informed and executed 
activities.  The former shapes the delivery of 
organisational strategy whilst the latter is an 
administrative function and often recognised 
as such. Regulated procurement is typical of 
the first typology and as such sets a 
deservedly high bar for all Procurement 
professionals. 
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